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Summary: 
 
 

The Chief Executive Report highlights areas of environmental 
achievement and concern, enforcement action, and major partnership 
activities, as well as business related issues in respect of corporate 
performance and activity, since the Board meeting on 24 April 2018.   
 
We have developed a first quarter roadmap focusing on the various 
initiatives planned to meet our Annual Operating Plan commitments. 
This report is intended to concentrate principally on progress made on 
these initiatives, as well as media interest and any significant 
enforcement action. 
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Chief Executive’s Report 
 
 
 

 Introduction 
 
 Over the past month, we have made further progress on some key Organisational improvements. 
 
 A critical activity has been that we have done a lot of work on designing the detailed structure for 

the Compliance & Beyond portfolio.  This has included work on how responsibilities for allocating 
work flows and tasks under One Planet Prosperity will take place in this and other portfolios across 
the organisation. 

 
 We have also initiated work on how we can shift the focus of some of our planning work so that we 

have more influence earlier in planning processes.  There is considerable enthusiasm in our 
planning function for this review work as staff believe that, if we can make good changes, we will 
increase our influence and help deliver better long-term decisions. 

 
 Finally, we sought volunteers for Sector Leads and Deputy Sector Leads for the ten sectors that 

AMT has decided we will develop sector plans for in 2018-19.  We received 110 volunteers for 
these 20 roles, including people from every single portfolio.  This level of interest is extremely 
heartening in terms of staff commitment to the direction the Board has set in One Planet Prosperity. 
 

 
Terry A’Hearn 
Chief Executive Officer 
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A. Our Services 
 

1. Regulation (One Planet Prosperity – Our Regulatory Strategy) 

 

1.1 Sector Planning  

 

We have been consulting on our first three sector plans (Whisky, Landfill and Metals) since 26 
March. The consultation closed on 7 May and the three plans will then go to the Agency Board for 
final approval in June. These plans set out an overview of each sector, taking a co-ordinated 
approach across Scotland on how we will achieve compliance and seize the opportunities that go 
beyond compliance. They will be launched in the summer. The next three sectors (Tyres, Oil and 
Gas Decommissioning, Aquaculture) are due to go to the Board for approval for consultation at the 
end of June.   
 
We held two well-attended staff workshops in Perth, seeking views from a wide range of SEPA staff.   
The first, on 25 April was for the Tyres sector plan, with about 70 attending, followed by the second, 
on 10 May for the Oil and Gas Decommissioning sector, with about 50 attending.  
  
The next 10 sector plans we are progressing have been confirmed by the Agency Management 
Team and these plans will be developed in 2018-2019. These are: Forestry and Timber Production 
and Processing, Dairy processing, Dairy farming, Leather, Crop Production, Chemicals 
Manufacturing, Water and Waste Water Treatment (public and private), Transport and Utilities 
Infrastructure, Housing and Nuclear. 
  
At the Agency Management Team on the 17 April, the Life Cycle of a sector plan, which looks at the 
various stages of its development and delivery, was agreed, along with actions to help build the 
sectoral approach across the organisation. 

 
1.2 Environmental Performance  
 
1.2.1  Final Warnings 
  

We served petrochemical companies 
ExxonMobil Chemical Ltd and Shell UK Limited 
with Final Warning Letters dated 13 April, 
following an extended unplanned flaring event 
at the Mossmorran complex in Fife, during 
June 2017. In addition to Final Warning 
Letters, we are carrying out a full review of the 
environmental permits of both sites, with a 
view to strengthening environmental 
compliance and reducing the impact of flaring 
on local communities. We have also 
announced an enhanced programme of air 
quality monitoring to inform relevant public 
agencies. 

 
As part of our ongoing dialogue with local communities and elected representatives, I directly 
communicated to them on 20 April setting out SEPA’s enforcement action on the Mossmorran 
operators. Our staff then participated in an all-party and community discussion forum on 21 April, 
hosted by Cllr Lesley Laird, MP for Kirkcaldy and Cowdenbeath and Labour Shadow Secretary of 
State for Scotland, which focussed on community concerns. This was the latest in an ongoing series 
of meetings. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://media.sepa.org.uk/media-releases/2018/final-warnings-to-exxonmobil-chemical-and-shell-for-environmental-non-compliance/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/regulations/air/air-quality/mossmorran-and-braefoot-bay-complexes/
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1.2.2 Criminal sentence outcomes 
 
 Confiscation order 
 

On 6 April 2018 at Perth Sheriff Court, a Confiscation Order was imposed on a local man under the 
Proceeds of Crime Act 2001 requiring him to pay £2,500. On 6 December 2017, he pleaded guilty to 
contraventions of the Environmental Protection Act 1990. With his full knowledge he allowed waste 
to be dumped, stored and burnt on a site he owned in Blairgowrie. He was sentenced to a 200 hour 
community payback order on 26 March 2018 for the offences. 

 
 Autowaste Services Ltd. 
 

On 18 April 2018, Autowaste Services Scotland Ltd was fined £27,000 at Kilmarnock Sheriff Court 
and a manager of the Company was placed on a Community Payback Order requiring him to 
undertake 300 hours of unpaid work within 6 months. At an earlier Court hearing on 23 February 
2018, the Sheriff had imposed a Confiscation Order on the manager requiring him to pay £44,711 
under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. 
 
The Company and manager pleaded guilty to various offences under the Environmental Protection 
Act 1990 relating to the illegal deposit, keeping, sorting and baling of waste tyres at land in Irvine. 
The Company had also failed to remove the waste tyres when required to do so by SEPA. 

 
1.2.3 Large Scale Waste Deposit at Jessie Street, Glasgow 
 

An illegal waste deposit at a site on Jessie Street, Glasgow was originally investigated by the Waste 
Crime Team. In 2017 SEPA’s Waste Workstream liaised with the landlord of the site to ensure the 
site was cleared, all waste taken to appropriately licenced sites, and duty of care legislation 
complied with. Around 1,200 tonnes of waste was removed from the site, with the final loads taken 
away in April 2018. 

 
1.3 Improving the water environment 

 

1.3.1 Help shape the priorities for Scottish Water’s 2021-2027 investment programme 

 
• We have produced a framework for environmental outcomes from the water industry which 

has been agreed with Scottish Water.  
• We are influencing water industry discussions on a new approach proposed by the Water 

Industry Commission for Scotland for prioritisation in the next investment programme. 
• Environmental and flood risk studies are on track against programme deadlines. 
• Unsatisfactory sewer overflows have been re-prioritised for Scottish Water to proceed to 

design phase. 
 
1.4 Materials   
 
1.4.1 Plastics 
 

Two of SEPA’s graduate trainees have undertaken a scoping exercise to bring together SEPA’s 
regulatory interaction across the lifecycle of plastic. They interviewed a wide cross-section of our 
staff to understand both where we are already actively engaged with industries and organisations 
handling plastic (production, before and after use) and also to investigate further engagement 
opportunities.  
 
The scoping study is currently being finalised. It will assist us in how we can extend our regulatory 
influence, as well as working with partners to address the challenge of marine plastic pollution.   
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1.4.2 Duty of Care campaign 
 
On 17 April 2018, I wrote to all 
local authorities setting out their 
Duty of Care obligations as well 
as acknowledging that waste 
management can be, at the best 
of times, a complicated and 
difficult activity to 'get right'. For 
waste producers, local 
authorities, waste management 
businesses and, indeed, for 
environmental regulators, it is a 
challenging area of work. A 
recent decision by China makes 
this challenge even tougher for all of us involved in waste management. China has banned the 
import of 24 grades of plastic, textiles and paper waste, including all post-consumer plastics and 
mixed paper waste grades. These waste types are routinely produced in Scotland from household-
collected waste streams, and until recently China has been their primary destination. 

 
1.5 Energy 
 
1.5.1 Energy Framework 
 

At the end of March, we held a very successful workshop designed to help shape the development 
of SEPA’s Energy Framework. Around 40 members of staff from across the organisation were 
involved, as were representatives from the Scottish Government and Zero Waste Scotland. The 
event captured a wide range of views and the results of the workshop are being used in the next 
draft of the Energy Framework which will be presented to the Agency Management Team 
Regulatory Subcommittee on 5 June. 

 
1.6 Air Quality 
 
1.6.1 Teaching package 
  

Following on from the air quality teaching package we developed for schools with North Lanarkshire 
Council, we have ordered sensors using the latest Bluetooth technology which will be delivered 
before the end of June. We will also shortly be receiving four Electronic Diffusion Tubes for 
measuring nitrogen dioxide. We are currently updating the content of the teaching package for use 
with this new equipment. 
 

1.6.2  Mobile air pollution exhibit 
 
The planning for the development of the mobile air pollution exhibit to support Scotland’s first Low 
Emission Zone is underway. We have had the first meeting with the Glasgow Science Centre to 
whom we have provided contacts for different aspects of the exhibit. The Centre is in the process of 
planning the construction of the exhibit. Data on the public perception on the first Low Emission 
Zone will be gathered through deployment of this air pollution exhibit. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.learnaboutair.com/
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1.7 Breakthrough Partnerships 
 
1.7.1 Scottish Land Commission update 
 

A paper was presented to Agency Management Team on 3 April proposing a breakthrough 
partnership between SEPA and the Scottish Land Commission to make better use of Scotland’s 
vacant and derelict land. This type of land poses significant issues for communities across many of 
Scotland’s towns and cities. Through collaboration with the Scottish Land Commission, we can use 
our regulatory approach, One Planet Prosperity, to help design and implement complete solutions to 
issues of mutual interest. 
 
The early stages of this partnership began on 16 April. We have also arranged meetings with other 
potential key partners with the overall aim of creating a new outcome-focused strategic framework 
to turn vacant and derelict land issues into opportunities for environmental, economic and social 
success. 

 
1.7.2 Sustainable Growth Agreements 

 
We are currently undertaking an internal exercise to determine the ‘lessons learned’ so far from the 
Sustainable Growth Agreements process, and to help streamline it for the next set of 
Agreements. Updates on specific Sustainable Growth Agreements are detailed below:  
 
Entrepreneurial Scotland 
 
The SEPA and Entrepreneurial Scotland Sustainable Growth Agreement has been approved by 
Agency Management Team  and Entrepreneurial Scotland management team and will be signed by 
the end of May. It commits to at least four joint projects to address environmental challenges in the 
next five years and will draw on successes and lessons from the Global Tyre Challenge. An official 
launch and workshop will take place as soon as the first project has been outlined and agreed by 
SEPA and Entrepreneurial Scotland. 
 
Stirling City Region Deal  
 
We are continuing to work on developing a Sustainable Growth Agreements with Stirling Council in 
support of their Stirling City Region Deal. The draft will be presented to Stirling Council’s 
Environment and Housing Committee for discussion in June. In support of its development, we are 
already working closely with Stirling Council on a number of related projects, including the 
development of a Circular Economy Plan and the master-plan for the proposed River Park on the 
River Forth through Stirling. 

 

2. Flood risk management 

 

2.1 Improve Flood Risk Management in Scotland  

 

2.1.1 Potentially Vulnerable Areas consultation 

 

Our national consultation on the designation of areas which are potentially vulnerable to flooding 
began on 1 May. Potentially Vulnerable Areas are areas where significant flood risk exists now or is 
likely to occur in the future. They are identified as part of the National Flood Risk Assessment 
process and help Scotland to understand and prioritise where work could be of most benefit to 
protect people, properties, businesses, communities, infrastructure and the environment. The 
consultation closes on 31 July. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/evidence-and-flooding/pvas2018
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2.1.2 Latest version of Flood Maps released 

 

In April, we released the latest version of our Flood Maps. These publicly available maps are used 
to manage flood risk and help tackle flooding. The recent update makes improvements to the range 
of information currently available and will be extended to include the publication of the first set of our 
Strategic Modelling and Mapping actions as outlined in the Flood Risk Management Strategies. 

 

2.2 Deliver flood forecasting and warning 
 
2.2.1 RiverTrack pilots 
 

Two prototype RiverTrack sensors and a display unit were installed at Strathpeffer gauging station 
and on the Cromarty Firth on 20 March and 12 April respectively. After ironing out some initial 
teething problems these units have been performing satisfactorily. Subject to successful completion 
of the evaluation trial, further units will be installed across the country although ongoing commercial 
production delays may have some impact on these plans. 
 

2.2.2 Flood warning schemes 
 
 Monitoring infrastructure for the River Ayr and Annick Water has been installed and our attention is 

now focused on gathering a long data record to allow a reliable flood warning model to be 
developed. Data availability issues are currently delaying plans to develop the Outer Hebrides 
scheme and work is ongoing to resolve this. Investigations are continuing to identify suitable 
monitoring locations for Aberfoyle and the River Carron. Aberfoyle is particularly challenging 
because communicating with our stations in this more rural and forested location, using our 
standard communication methods (mobile phone network or landline), is unreliable. As a result we 
are exploring satellite or radio communication options. 

 
2.3 Provide Land Use Planning Advice 
 
2.3.1  Planning Service reform 

 
The new Head of Water & Planning has been recruited and will start on 1 June. An internal 
workshop session for all planning staff will be held 12 June, followed by an update to the Agency 
Management Team before the end of June. 
 

 
B. Our Organisation 

 

1. Improve our Business 
 
1.1  Safe SEPA 

 
On 25 May 2018, new regulations (General Data Protection Regulation) will change the way we 
handle the personal data of our customers and colleagues. On 9 May I issued an all-staff memo 
reminding how these regulations impact both SEPA and each of us who handle personal data in our 
everyday work. In particular, anyone who interacts with SEPA has the right to be informed about: 
 

• why we need their personal data; 
• what we are going to do with it; 
• who we might share it with; and 
• how long we will keep it.   

 
The memo included an infographic showing some simple steps to protect people’s data. 

 
 
 

http://map.sepa.org.uk/floodmap/map.htm
https://twitter.com/rivertrackorg?lang=en
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2. Develop our People 
 
2.1 People survey and response to feedback 
 

We have initiated some priority actions agreed by the Agency Management Team that address 
some of the findings of last year’s People Survey. A number of specific interventions related to 
feedback on bullying and harassment have taken place, and will be supported by a Staff Ideas 
Group focussed on positive working environments. 

 
2.2 Gender Pay Gap 
 

The Equality Act 2010 and the Scottish Specific Duties requires us to publish gender pay gap 
information every two years. We published the first data in our 2017 Equalities Mainstreaming 
Report. This showed our gender pay gap was 10.2% at the end of 2016, based on the mean hourly 
rate. In 2016, Close the Gap reported an overall gender pay gap for Scotland of 14.9%, indicating 
we sit well below the Scottish figure.  
 
Following implementation of the 2017-2018 financial year pay offer in March 2018, our gender pay 
gap is now 9.65% with males earning £1.91 per hour more than females. These figures include the 
Agency Management Team. We also calculated the median rate, a typically more representative 
figure. At 31 March 2018 this figure was 4.64%. 

 
3. Deliver our Commercial Services 
 
3.1 Romanian Delegation meeting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our Director of Commercial Services, Allan Reid, met with a Romanian delegation to mark the 
'Strengthening economic and environmental regulation in the Romanian water and waste water 
sector' project. This is in partnership with the Scottish Government, Water Industry Commission for 
Scotland, Scottish Water and the Drinking Water Quality Regulator for Scotland. 

 
4. External engagement 
 
4.1 Network of Heads of European Environment Protection Agencies (EPA Network) 
 

On 12-13 April I attended the half-yearly plenary of the Environment Protection Agencies Network in 
Dublin hosted by the Irish EPA. There were around 60 participants representing 30 environmental 
organisations from across Europe. The theme was Citizen Science and provided a great opportunity 
to learn about some exciting citizen science projects across Europe as well as some brilliant 
examples of how to powerfully communicate complex science to the public. I chaired a session 
where Filip Meysman and Huib Huyse, two Belgian academics, spoke about an innovative air 
quality citizen science project in Antwerp. More than ten agencies, including SEPA, agreed to 
explore setting up a joint project based on the Antwerp example. 

 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/286988/equality-mainstreaming-and-outcome-report-2017.pdf
https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/286988/equality-mainstreaming-and-outcome-report-2017.pdf
https://www.closethegap.org.uk/
https://www.eea.europa.eu/about-us
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We also received useful presentations on current developments in EU environment policy and the 
work of the European Commission and the European Environment Agency from Daniel Calleja 
Crespo, Director-General of DG Environment in the Commission and Hans Bruyninckx, Executive 
Director of the Agency. 
 
The EPA Network plenary was held back-to-back with the Network’s Better Regulation Interest 
Group (BRIG) which I co-chair with Laura Burke, the Executive Director of the Irish EPA. Our 
meeting in April was very productive as we engaged directly with the Commission and partner 
networks including EU Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environmental Law 
(IMPEL) and EU Forum for Judges for the Environment on environmental compliance and 
governance. I continue to find these highly valuable forums to exchange views on implementation of 
environmental legislation with colleagues from across Europe. I took the opportunity at the Group’s 
meeting to lead discussions on Sustainable Finance and how environment protection agencies 
interact with business leaders, using our sector planning approach through One Planet Prosperity 
as a positive example.  

 
SEPA will host the next EPA Network plenary on 20-21 September in Edinburgh which will have a 
theme of “Keeping Pace with Change”, including a session on sustainable finance, building on our 
initial discussion at the Better Regulation Interest Group.  

 
4.2 Scottish Parliament Rural Economy & Connectivity (REC) Committee  

 
On 18 April, Anne Anderson, our Chief Officer for Compliance and Beyond, appeared before the 
Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee as part of its consideration of salmon farming in 
Scotland. Anne was on a panel with Highland Council, The Crown Estate and Scottish Natural 
Heritage, as the Committee focused this meeting on the role of regulatory bodies. The session 
began with a discussion on the importance of fish farming to the rural economy. Committee 
members were also keen to discuss what lessons could be learned from other countries with a 
significant fish farming industry. The Official Report of the meeting is also available to refer to. 
 

4.3 The VIBES – Scottish Environment Business Awards  
 

Applications opened on 13 March with 
a number of information events held 
around Scotland to promote the 
awards. The application process 
closed on 27 April and final number of 
applications received will be around 
170. The first stage judging will be 
complete by 11 May. 

 
20 VIBES businesses applied for the 
UK entry for the European Business 
Awards for the Environment. There 
were a total of 11 businesses chosen 

by the UK Secretariat for these awards as UK finalists. Ten of these were previous VIBES winners 
including Jaw Brew, Veracity, Patterson Arran, Glenuig Inn, EICC. Farne Salmon, Marlin Industries, 
John Lawrie, Guala Closures and EC-OG. 
 

4.4 Radioactive Substances expertise on the international stage 

In December 2016, SEPA Radioactive Substances staff provided support to the UN’s International 
Atomic Energy Agency in a mission to South Africa. Following this successful visit, in April the South 
African Government requested a visit for its technical staff to SEPA, as a world-class radioactive 
substances regulator. 

A SEPA radioactive substances specialist has been requested by the UN’s International Atomic 
Energy Agency to provide expert support to the Bahrain Government to help establish a monitoring 

https://www.impel.eu/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/219427/one-planet-prosperity-our-regulatory-strategy.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11469
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programme and inspection regime for radioactive sources; this will take place in May 2018. This 
reflects the United Nations view that we have world class experts able to assist the international 
community and support the work of the United Nations. 

 
4.5 Regulatory reform – radioactive substances authorisations 
 

 We published our consultation on standard conditions for radioactive substances authorisations on 
28 March. Consultation on draft standard conditions will be required under the Environmental 
Authorisations (Scotland) Regulations 2018 as part of the process to make standard conditions.  
The Scottish Government plans to make the regulations by 1 July and coming into force on 1 
September 2018. Radioactive substances will be the first regime to be regulated under the new 
regulations. Only standard conditions can be used in registrations but they can also be used in 
permits, if appropriate. 
 
We gave presentations on the proposed radioactive substances standard conditions, as part of the 
current public consultation, to the Scottish Nuclear Sites meeting on 26 April with the Scottish 
Government at Victoria Quay, Edinburgh. The consultation closes on 20 June. 

 

5. Reduce our Environmental Footprint 
  

5.1  Strathallan solar panel performance 
 

Our solar panels on the top of Strathallan House produced 19,416 kWh of electricity last year, a rise 
of 14% on the previous year. By exporting all of this to the National Grid we reduced SEPA’s carbon 
emissions by 7.5 tonnes. For context that is as much electricity as is consumed at our Balloch and 
Fraserburgh offices combined. Strathallan has our largest array of solar panels. We also have 
panels at Glasgow, Aberdeen and the Angus Smith Building. 
 

 
 
 

https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/radioactive-substances-unit/consultation-on-draft-standard-conditions-for-radi/
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6. Communications 
 
6.1  Media Relations and Public Affairs 

 

6.1.1 Final Warnings - media coverage 

Final warnings to Exxonmobil Chemical and Shell for environmental non-compliance - 19 April 

There were 39 pieces of media coverage 
including:  

 19 broadcast pieces across STV, BBC, Radio 
Forth and Radio Tay 

 7 articles in national media 

 13 articles in local media 

Potential opportunities to see is estimated to be 
8.4 million for broadcast and 14.8 million for all 
media. 

SEPA shared 15 pieces of social media across 
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. 

 Potential reach – 126,800 

 Shares – 47 

 Likes – 75 

 Video views – 492 

 Link clicks – 257 

 

 

There was also a large increase in traffic on 19 April to the Mossmorran Hub on our website.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://media.sepa.org.uk/media-releases/2018/final-warnings-to-exxonmobil-chemical-and-shell-for-environmental-non-compliance/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/regulations/air/air-quality/mossmorran-and-braefoot-bay-complexes/
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6.1.2 World Fish Migration Day 

  

We used World Fish Migration Day 
on 21 April to highlight work SEPA 
has been doing to open up rivers 
to migratory fish, which were 
impeded by barriers.  

We also took the opportunity to 
look back at SEPA’s successful 
work with Scottish and Southern 
Energy and Tay District Salmon 
Fishery Board to return salmon to 
the River Garry in Perthshire, 
which took place last October. 

Over the 13 pieces of social media coverage over 
our three platforms we achieved: 

 Opportunities to see – 25,852 

 Likes - 148 

 Shares - 37 

 Link clicks – 142 

 

 

 

 

6.1.3 Herald Scotland ‘Climate for Change’ partnership 

SEPA has backed a year long ‘Climate for Change’ partnership with Herald Scotland between the 
Scottish Government, SEPA and Scottish Power. Our second article, Help Scotland become ‘One 
Planet Economy’, was published on 26 April. You can read the text of the article on our media 
centre. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://media.sepa.org.uk/statements/2018/sepa-supporting-renewables-innovation-and-collaboration/
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6.1.4 Reactive media enquiries 
 

 The media team handled 40 enquiries in 

the time period.  

The most common subjects for media 
enquiries were: 
 
Water – various pollution incidents.  

Air – most enquiries were related to the 

Mossmorran Complex Final Warning 

Letters, but there were also a few about 

odours from various activities.  

Waste – requests for updates on oil rigs 

in the Cromarty Firth and interviews 

about food waste. 

Aquaculture – biomass limits and 

overview of regulations. 

 
7. Complaints Handling Procedure 
 
7.1 Decisions Notice from Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) 
 
 We received a decision notice from the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) on 21 May 

2018 where a complaint, in the area of our Regulatory duties, was upheld.  SEPA is currently 
considering its response to the actions contained within the decision notice. 

 
C. Action 

 
The Board is asked to note this report. Updates will be provided at the meeting. 
 
Terry A’Hearn, Chief Executive 
16 May 2018 


